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SECTION 1; INTRODUCTION 
 
   
1.1 PDP Associates has been appointed by Prospus Ltd. to undertake a feasibility study of potential 

landscape and visual effects arising from the development of a solar farm at High Nunton, Borgue in 
Dumfries and Galloway. This study follows on from the Feasibility Study and Technical Report prepared 
by Wood Group in September 2018 and the Scoping Report prepared by Wood Group in June 2019.      

 
          Scope of this assessment  
 
1.2    The purpose of this assessment is to identify potential landscape and visual receptors which may be 

affected by the development, identify key views of the site within the study area and assist with the 
development strategy for the site, including mitigation.    

 
1.3 The level of assessment is considered appropriate to the scale and nature of the development and the 

level of information currently available.  
 
1.4 Landscape and visual appraisal involves an element of subjectivity on the part of the assessor. 

Professional judgement, combining quantitative and qualitative factors, is now widely accepted as best 
practice for assessing effects on landscape character and visual amenity. The approach taken for this 
study follows the guidance recommended by the Landscape Institute/Institute of Environmental 
Management and Assessment; Guidelines for landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition 
(GLVIA).  

 
1.5 The Scoping Report prepared by Wood Group in June 2019, considered a site area covering 34 

hectares across five field enclosures on land owned by the applicant at High Nunton. The total site area 
covered 157 hectares. The Scoping Report provided baseline mapping on matters such as scenic 
areas, heritage and conservation areas, published landscape character areas and a Zone of 
Theoretical Visibility. Where appropriate, this report refers to baseline information contained in the 
Scoping Report. Several of the baseline maps in the Scoping Report have been reproduced in the 
Appendix of this study. See Figures 3 to 6.    

 

1.6 The total site area studied in this report covers 256.78ha. It includes all land within the ownership of 
the Applicant. See Figure 8. This site area differs from the extent of land covered in the Scoping 
Report prepared by Wood Group. The current site area includes additional land to the west of Lower 
Nunton and land around Broadfield Drum.    

 
1.7 For the purpose of this study, the term ‘the site’ or ‘site area’ refers to the area of land in ownership of 

the Applicant. The ‘indicative development area’ or ‘development area’ refers to the area of land which 
is proposed for development or has been identified as having development potential. See Figure 8.           

   
Development description 

 
1.8 The site covers land within the ownership of the applicant, to the north and south of High Nunton, 

between Culraven and Boreland Bar. The site is located approximately 4km to the west of 
Kirkcudbright. It lies within an area of farmland contained by the A755, B727 and minor roads between 
Langlands and Nun Mill and Blackriggs and A755.  

  
1.9 The indicative development area shown on Figure 8 identifies land considered to have potential for 

development based on initial survey work undertaken for this report and other studies. The final 
development area will depend on the outcome of additional site investigations and environmental 
studies, technical constraints/ requirements and detailed site survey.  

 
The development is likely to comprise of the following components;  

• Solar panels mounted on racks   

• Transformers 

• Inverters 
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• Grid connection cabinet 

• Communications cabinet 

• Substation 

• Battery storage containers  

• Fencing  

1.10 Vehicular access to the site will be from the B727 at Cularven, or the minor road between Langlands 
and Nun Mill, utilsing existing farm tacks via High Nunton and Culraven.  

 
1.11 For the purpose of this report it is assumed that the fencing will be standard deer fencing, 1.5- 1.8m 

high.   
 
1.12 The location of transformers/ inverters, substation and other components has not been finalised, but it 

is assumed that these elements would not exceed 2.5m high and would be located within visually 
discreet locations in the indicative development area.  It is further assumed, for the purpose of this 
study, that these features, in isolation, are unlikely to generate significant landscape/ visual effects 
greater than those identified for the general development.  

 
1.13 It is assumed that the solar farm would have a 25 year life span but could remain in operation for a 

longer period. It is understood that the High Nunton Solar Farm project is proposed as a temporary 
installation for a period of 25-30 years. 

 
1.14 On decommissioning, the solar photovoltaic panels and associated infrastructure would be removed 

and recycled. Landscape and visual effects are generally reversible when decommissioning is 
complete, depending on construction methodology. Further study may be required when additional 
information becomes available.     
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SECTION 2; METHODOLOGY 

 
 

2.1 The approach taken for this study follows the guidance recommended by the Landscape Institute/Institute 
of Environmental Management and Assessment; Guidelines for landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 
Third Edition (GLVIA) and also Landscape Character guidance published by Natural England.  

 

2.2 The 5km study area was largely defined by the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) map produced for the 
Scoping Report prepared by Wood Group. See Figure 6. * The ZTV indicates some visibility beyond the 
5km study area but field work confirms there are unlikely to be any significant landscape and visual effects 
beyond 5km due to the diminishing effects of distance and the extent (magnitude) of potential visibility in 
distant views.   

 

* Note. The site area identified on the ZTV map in the Scoping Report produced by Wood Group (Figure 6) 
differs slightly from the site area shown on Figure 8 but is sufficiency similar to provide a reasonable 
baseline to identify receptors potentially by the development. Further ZTV work may be required when the 
development area has been firmly established.         

 
2.3 Field work for this report was undertaken between 19-21 November 2019 and on 31 December 2019.  

Weather conditions ranged from overcast to full sun. Visibility was generally good. Any distant views    
affected by light haze or mist where re-photographed under clear conditions.   
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SECTION 3; BASELINE CONDITIONS 

 
 

 The study area 

 

3.1 The study area covers land within 5.0km of the site. See Figure 2. This is the extent of land within which it 
is considered that potentially significant landscape and visual effects could be experienced by receptors. 
This is based on analysis of the ZTV map in the Wood Group Scoping Report and field work undertaken 
for this study.        

 

3.2 The study area is centered on the indicative development area. It extends east to Kirkcudbright and the 
eastern shore of Kirckcudbright Bay to Gypsy Point. It covers land around Cainrniehill and Brighouse Bay 
to the south of development area and the village of Borgue to the west. Twynholm lies at the northern 
limit. The study area includes sections of highways A75, A755, A711, the B727 and several minor 
unnamed roads.  Part of the indicative development area and land to the south and east, falls within 
Dunfries and Galloway Regional Scenic Area. See Figure 5.     

 
  Planning context 

 

3.3 In the Pre-Application Enquiry Report by Dumfries and Galloway Council on the development proposals, 
the following landscape matters were identified as relevant and requiring further study and information.  

• Potential effects on landscape character areas.  

• Potential effects on landscape features  

• Landscape value of the site 

• Potential effects on the setting of Borgue Church and Brighouse Bay 

• Potential visual effects on local receptors and key views 

• Mitigation  

3.4 Further assessment will be required in relation to Development Framework policies, particularly with 
regard to Dumfries and Galloway Local Development Plan 2, where these policies relate to matters 
covered by LVIA.        

 

             Landscape designations  
 

3.5 Land within the indicative development area does not fall within any nationally designated landscape area. 
The eastern part of the site falls within Dumfries and Galloway Regional Scenic Area. This designation 
covers a large swathe of coastal land to the east and south of the site.  The Initial Heritage Assessment 
prepared by Kate Bellwood Associates, January 2020, identifies heritage assets within the study area.     

 

 Landscape features and vegetation  

 

3.6  The development area is predominantly improved grazed pasture with one arable field and pockets of 
marsh wetland. There are several burns which cross or border the site and a small number of seasonal 
and permanent ponds. There are scattered mature trees, gorse scrub and thorn hedging throughout the 
development area and small belts of broadleaf/conifer woodland on adjoining land. No ecological 
habitat survey or arboricultural assessment is currently available, but it is noted that the site lies within 
the Galloway and Southern Ayrshire Biosphere Reserve. Ecological survey information will be used to 
inform the final assessment of landscape value for individual field enclosures described in Table 1.    

 

3.7 Field enclosures throughout the development area are marked with dry stone walls, stock fencing and 
occasional thorn hedges and boundary trees. Field boundaries are generally in a good condition 
although hedging can be fragmented and often sporadic.   

 

3.8 All field enclosures display drumlin features. These range from pronounced minor valleys/hollows and 
knolls to linear, elongated mounds and gentle undulations. Rock outcrops are common.  
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             Access and linkages 

 

3.9 Core footpath 195 follows a route from the minor road (Langlands to Nun Mill) along the track to High 
Nunton, turning south towards Lower Nunton, then east to Nun Mill Bay. The route is not well worn and 
did not appear heavily used at the time of field work. Core footpath 195 connects to core footpath 220 
from Mill Hall to Ross Bay, via Nun Mill Bay.     

 

3.10 The track to High Nunton allows field access to enclosures in the northern part of the development area. 
A separate track, from the B727 via Culraven Farm, provides access to enclosures in the southern and 
eastern part of the development area.       

 

3.11 The nearest public highways are the A755, the B727 and the minor roads between Langlands and Nun 
Mill and Blackriggs and A755.    

 

 Settlement  

 

3.12 The centre of Kirkcudbright lies approximately 4.0km east of the development area. Borgue is 
approximately 1.0km to the west and Twynholm 4.5km to the north.  Millhall/Nun Mill lies 500-600m to 
the east. There are no other significant settlements in the study area.  Most other properties tend to be 
clustered around the larger farms or are private residences accessed off minor roads and tracks. 
Seaward Caravan Park lies just north of Nun Mill.  

      

Landscape Character 

  

3.13 The site lies within Landscape Character Type 169 Drumlin Pastures described in the SNH National 
Landscape Character Assessment. The area covered by this Landscape Character Type was originally 
included in the Dumfries and Galloway LCA (Land Use Consultants), published 1998. The Drumlin 
Pastures Landscape Character Type is located in low lying areas of the Machars and Castle Douglas 
areas of Dumfries and Galloway. Drumlin pastures are distinctive landscape areas created by glacial 
deposition. 

 

3.14  Land to the south and west of the site falls within Landscape Character Type 157 Peninsula with 
Gorsey Knolls in the SNH National Landscape Character Assessment. This covers a swathe of land 
around the coastal margins between Kirkcudbright Bay and Gatehouse of Fleet. The area covered by 
this Landscape Character Type was originally included in the Dumfries and Galloway LCA (Land Use 
Consultants), published 1998.  The Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls Landscape Character Type is found 
on the southern and western sides of the peninsula headlands of Dumfries and Galloway. 

 

3.15 Land to the east of Kirkcudbright Bay of the site falls within Landscape Character Type 156 Peninsula in 
the SNH National Landscape Character Assessment. The Peninsula Landscape Character Type is 
found in the western half of Dumfries and Galloway, where it extends along the main peninsula and 
coastal promontories. The area covered by this Landscape Character Type was originally included in 
the Dumfries and Galloway LCA (Land Use Consultants), published 1998. 

 

3.16 The following summary descriptions has been extracted from the SNH National Landscape Character 
Assessment profiles; 

 
Landscape Character Type 169 Drumlin Pastures 
 
Key Characteristics 
  
Distinctive elongated mounds with smoothly convex outlines, creating an undulating landform. 
Smooth convex slopes of improved pasture, grazed by sheep and cattle. 
Localised rugged knolls with gorse. 
Medium scale fields with prominent wall and hedgerow patterns accentuating topography. 
Small settlements and scattered farmsteads served by extensive network of minor roads 

           
Landform  
The topography of drumlin pastures is typified by a range of elongated mounds, smoothly convex in 
outline that run parallel but interlock with each other creating a distinctive and undulating landform. The 
drumlins are generally orientated towards the coast or parallel to the main valley alignments. The relief 
is strong but smooth and the average height of mounds of about 20 metres creates medium scale 
enclosure. This landscape type also contains rugged knolls and small hill ranges with roche moutonees. 
Other signs of ice sheet erosion are also evident. Minor water courses wind their way between the  
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drumlins, and in hollows, small lochs of kettle hole origin can be found. Occasional low-lying areas of  
flat drained land, wetland and flood plan can also be found. 
 

Landcover 
The Drumlin Pastures are characterised by their smooth lush green appearance, frequently attributable 
to land improvement. The landscape is predominantly grazed with ley rotations providing local colour 
and textural variations. Cattle are the most prevalent livestock often providing a memorable image in 
silhouette on the smooth drumlin summits. Enclosures are medium scale, with stone walls and hedges 
often accentuating changes in the roller-coaster topography. Deciduous woodland breaks up the 
scenery and provides a dark contrast to the fresh greens (and straw yellows) of the fields. These 
woodlands generally occupy the lower ground, between drumlins and along water courses. Where they 
extend over the drumlin mound they rarely occupy more than one third of its area. The scarcity of 
coniferous forest in this landscape type is an important factor reinforcing its lowland character and 
contrasting with the upland and transitional landscapes. The most rugged parts of the landscape type 
are gorse and heather covered. 

 
Landscape Character Type 157 Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls 
 
Key Characteristics 
 
Exposed coastal character. 
Predominantly small scale complex rocky landscape. 
More topographic variation than the Peninsula landscape character type, with hummocky topography. 
Rough areas of pasture with rocky outcrops and gorse. 
Mainly cattle grazed pasture, often by Galloway “Belties”. 
Stone walls. 
Old homesteads, forts and castles occupying clifftops and headlands. 
 
Landform 
The Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls Landscape Character Type has an exposed coastal character and a 
predominantly small scale complex rocky landform, in places complemented by small scale or strikingly 
regular field patterns. It is characterised by local changes in topography, with height variations of between 
10 and 80 metres within small areas. This creates prominent uneven knolls, often with exposed rock. 

 
Landcover 
This Landscape Character Type is characterised by post-improvement (19th-20th Century) fields and 
farming, with a few designed landscapes. Most of the land cover in this Landscape Character Type is 
pasture. Gorse appears in the rockiest parts, adding to the uneven and generally less tamed appearance, 
although clearance has reduced this characteristic in some areas. There are isolated trees and infrequent 
tree belts, many of which display the effects of wind shearing. Fields are predominantly cattle grazed. 
Galloway “Belties” create a particularly distinctive image and are a popular feature of the landscape 
amongst residents and tourists alike. Enclosures are predominantly stone dykes, with hawthorn 
hedgerows less extensive. 
 
Landscape Character Type 156 Peninsula 

 

Key Characteristics 
Medium scale landscape rising from boggy hollows, to rolling pastureland, up to gorsey moorland. 
Narrow intertidal range with abrupt end to inland land use. 
Intimate sheltered bays with stony beaches or occasional narrow strips of exposed flat land, used for 
transport routes. 
Medium scale field systems, enclosed by drystone dykes or hedgerows although Mull of Galloway has 
distinctive shore turf on flat land, no field boundaries and steep cliffs to the sea. 
Few, but well developed, policy landscapes. 
Numerous evenly spaced farmsteads, and few small settlements. 
Old forts and castles defend rocky western coasts. 
Early Christian settlement and abbeys. 
Inland areas less influenced by the sea. 
 
Landform 
Altitudes within the Peninsula Landscape Character Type range between sea level and 180 metres, with 
most areas lying between 50-150 metres. The topography is generally gently undulating, with a pattern 
of smooth hills and valleys offering medium scale views. Rivers and their tributaries are infrequent, but 
there are some wet hollows and occasional shallow pools that make a local and fairly insignificant 
contribution to the landscape. The coast and its influences are not generally apparent beyond one  
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kilometre inland, except from very occasional glimpses of the sea and the windswept form of trees. The 
coast is frequently inaccessible with steep cliffs and raised beaches, particularly along the western 
coast, with small rocky and sandy bays connected by a ribbon of low-lying land with seaward views to 

Ireland, the Isle of Man and Cumbria. 
 
Landcover 
The Peninsula landscape is dominated by improved pastures divided into medium-sized fields by a 
mixture of stone walls and hedges and grazed by cattle and some sheep. Towards the tops of higher 
hills, soils become thinner, dominated by gorse or, more rarely, heather. Trees are scarce within this 
landscape but are found as small scale conifer forests or policy woodlands surrounding estates. The 
coniferous areas often have straight edges and the block shapes contrast sharply with the otherwise 
smooth-flowing contours. The wooded designed landscapes of the Rhins contrast with the more general 
openness of these landscapes. 
 

The site  

 

3.17 The site displays landscape features typical for the character area Drumlin Pastures. The site covers 27 
individual fields shown in Figure 8 and described in Table 1 and Figures 9-15 in the Appendix. Table 1 
provides a summary of the key features for each field enclosure and identifies relative landscape and 
visual sensitivity in order to inform the potential for development. Landscape sensitivity does not take 
account of the ecological value of each enclosure and may require further assessment after completion of 
habitat surveys.  Development potential assumes that the construction methodology will substantially 
retain existing drumlin features and changes to local landscape character are reversible after removal of 
the development at the end of the expected life span.  
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             Field enclosures.  Extract from Figure 8 in the Appendix.     
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Table 1. Field enclosures; description and sensitivity    

 Area Landscape features  Visibility  Landscape  
sensitivity   

    Visual  
  sensitivity  

Development potential/mitigation   

Field  
enclosure 
1 

27.8ha Pasture. Mature tree 
specimens and tree groups 
and patches of gorse on 
lower, sheltered slopes. 
Distinctive drumlin 
features/rock outcrops knolls, 
hollows and minor valleys. 
Permanent and seasonal 
ponds.  Stone walls in good 
condition.   

Some visibility with land 
around Newton, Kirkeoch 
Hill and hills to east of 
Kirkcudbright Bay.  
Some visibility from core 
footpath 195 

    High    High-low Low development potential due to potential effects on 
landscape features/ landscape character and visual effects    

Field 
enclosure 
2 

29.61ha Pasture Drainage channel 
along western edge. 
Seasonal ponds in eastern 
part. Mature tree specimens 
and tree groups and patches 
of gorse along drainage 
channel and within minor 
valley and drumlins in 
eastern and southern part.  
Land gently sloping for the 
most part with occasional 
drumlin features/ rock 
outcrops except for 
eastern/southern area which 
has pronounced drumlin 
features and minor valleys.  
Permanent and seasonal 
ponds.   Stone walls in good 
condition. Stock fencing. 
Land not within D@G 
regional scenic area 

Views of this field 
partially screened by 
woodland and 
topography. High 
visibility from properties 
at High Nunton and 
Blackcraig and some 
visibility from core 
footpath 195. Generally 
screened from land 
outside the ownership of 
the Applicant. Fleeting 
glimpse of northern part 
from minor road between 
Blackbriggs and High 
Borgue.    

   Medium   Medium Medium development potential (low on southern/eastern 
part)  
 
Avoid drumlin features in eastern/southern part.  
 
Potential to partially mitigate visual effects on Blackcraig by 
planting along drainage channel and western field 
boundary.  Retain views to High Nunton 

Field 
enclosure 
3 

25.1ha Pasture. High Nunton 
located in western part on 
ridge. Occasional mature 
trees. Drumlin features on 
lower slopes around 
seasonal pond and minor 
valley. Birch woodland to the 
east of Wee Drum. Access 
track to High Nunton forming 
part of the route taken by 

Land rises to form ridge 
around High Nunton 
visible from minor road. 
High Nunton visible from 
surrounding high land, 
including land to the east 
of Kirkcudbright Bay. 
Property not prominent in 
distant views. Enclosure 
is substantially visible 

    High       High    Low development potential due to Drumlin features, coastal 
view, visibility of land from High Nunton, core footpath and 
minor road from Langlands- Nun Mill.   
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core footpath 195. Stone 
walls in good condition. Gas 
main.          

from core footpath 195.  
Glimpsed coastal views 
from this land.     

Field 
enclosure 
4 

22.33ha Pasture. Boundary follows 
burn along eastern edge. 
Seasonal ponds.   Mature 
tree specimens and tree 
groups and patches of gorse 
within minor valleys.  Land 
gently sloping for the most 
part with drumlin features/ 
rock outcrops in northern 
area around burn.   Stone 
walls in good condition. 
Stock fencing. Land not 
within D@G regional scenic 
area.    
 

Views of this field 
partially screened by 
woodland and 
topography. High 
visibility from properties 
at High Nunton, Lower 
Nunton and Blackcraig 
and visibility from core 
footpath 195.  

  Medium    Medium Medium to low development potential (low on northern part)  
 
Avoid drumlin features in northern part.  
 
Potential to partially mitigate visual effects on Blackcraig by 
planting along drainage channel and western field 
boundary. Retain views to High Nunton  

Field 
enclosure 
5 

8.52ha Pasture. Some scrub and 
mature trees along the burn.  
Few distinctive drumlin 
features. Stock fencing. Land 
not within D@G regional 
scenic area 

Visibility from properties 
at Lower Nunton and 
Blackcraig and visibility 
from core footpath 195.    
Limited views of this 
enclosure beyond site 
boundary.    

     Low       Low  High development potential 
 
No significant landscape effects.  
 
Potential visual effects on residents at Lower Nunton and 
Blackcraig and users of core footpath 195 could be partly 
mitigated with site planting.  
 

Field 
enclosure 
6 

21.44ha Arable. Noted archaeological 
sites include Cairn and site 
of Castle. Gas main. No 
distinctive drumlin features 
but landform displays minor 
landform variations.   Stone 
walls in good condition. 
Stock fencing. 

 High visibility from 
properties at High 
Nunton, Lower Nunton 
and Blackcraig and 
visibility from core 
footpath 195.    Some 
limited views of this 
enclosure beyond local 
valley.    

  High 
Medium 

  Medium Medium development potential   
 
No significant landscape effects.  
 
Archaeological constraints may limit potential to develop 
part of this field and also route of gas main. No significant 
landscape effects.  
 
Potential visual effects on residents at High Nunton, Lower 
Nunton and Blackcraig and users of core footpath 195. 
Potential to partialy mitigate visual effects with hedging.  
 
 

Field 
enclosure 
7 

10.2ha Pasture. Minor drumlin 
features on upper slopes. 
Land forms distinct ridge 
visible in local views. Stock 
fencing and stone walls in 
good condition. Scattered 
mature trees and small areas 
of gorse. Core footpath 195. 
Gas main.  

Eastern slopes visible 
from minor road between 
Langlands and Nun Mill. 
Upper ridge visible in 
local and middle-
distance views. Western 
slope visible from small 
number of properties 
within 2.0km. Land 

  Medium  High.  
Medium on 
western 
slopes.  

Low development potential.     
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visible from core footpath 
195.   

Field 
enclosure 
8 

17.98ha Pasture. Areas of marsh and 
some parts poorly drained.   
Pole mounted overhead line. 
Drumin features. Occasional 
trees and scrub and edged 
by woodland. Land not within   
D@G regional scenic area.    
 

Some visibility from 
properties at Lower 
Nunton, Blackcraig , 
Culraven, Pringleton 
House/Netherton  and 
from core footpath 195.   
No views of this 
enclosure beyond valley.  

  Medium       Low  Low development potential increasing to medium if drumlin 
features can be retained.   
 
Potential visual effects on properties and users of core 
footpath 195 could be partly mitigated with site planting 
along Luskie Burn.  
 

Field 
enclosure 
9 

2.30ha Pasture. Small enclosure 
similar to enclosure 5. Pole 
mounted overhead line.   

Potential visibility from 
properties at Lower 
Nunton and Blackcraig 
and visibility from core 
footpath 195.   No views 
of this enclosure beyond 
valley.     

      Low        Low High development potential.  
 
Potential visual effects on residents at Lower Nunton and 
Blackcraig and users of core footpath 195 could be partly 
mitigated with site planting.  
 

Field 
enclosure 
10 

7.4ha Pasture. Some scrub and 
mature trees along the burn.  
Few distinctive drumlin 
features. Gentle, west 
sloping. Stock fencing and 
stone walls in good 
condition. Gas main in 
eastern part.   

Visibility from properties 
at Lower Nunton and 
Blackcraig and visibility 
from core footpath 195.   
Limited views of this 
enclosure beyond valley.    

      Low    Medium Medium development potential.   
 
No significant landscape effects.  
 
Potential to partially mitigate visual effects on residents at 
Lower Nunton and Blackcraig and users of core footpath 
195 . 
 

Field 
enclosure 
11 

9.0ha Pasture. Pole mounted 
overhead line. Minor drumlin 
features. Gently, west 
sloping.  Partially edged with 
mature woodland. Vegetation 
along Mill Hall Burn. Stone 
walls and stock fencing in 
good condition. Core 
footpath 195 follows part of 
northern boundary.   
 
 

Potential visibility with 
properties at Blackcraig, 
Lower Nunton, Culraven 
Pringleton House, 
Netherton and 
Auchenhay. Views from 
core footpath 
195.Limited views of this 
enclosure beyond valley.     

  Medium    Medium Medium potential for development. 
 
Potential to partially mitigate views from Lower Nunton and 
core footpath 195.   

Field 
enclosure 
12 

18.6ha Pasture. Pole mounted 
overhead line. Some 
disturbance to drumlin 
features (may be due to 
historic quarry activity). 
Northern part partially 
screened by woodland, 
mature vegetation and 
topography. Southern part 
lies within D@G regional 
scenic area and visible form 

Visibility from properties 
at Culraven. Visibility 
with Blackcraig, High 
Nunton, Lower Nunton, 
Pringleton House and 
Netherton. Northern part 
is substantially screened 
from B727 but 
occasional, glimpsed, 
fleeting views from this 
highway. Southern part, 

   High 
  Medium  

   High-low Medium potential for development in northern part if drumlin 
features can be retained.   
 
Avoid development in southern part (south of ridge at 
Culraven).        
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B727. Limited views of 
northern part, north of the 
ridge at Culraven. Southern 
part adjacent to scenic route.  

(south of Culraven is 
visible from the B727.   

Field 
enclosure 
13 

7.4ha 
 
 

Pasture.  Minor drumlin 
features. Northern slope of 
Broadfield Drum. Mature 
trees, part fragmented 
hedging and scrub on 
boundaries marked by stock 
proof fencing. Includes part 
of Dambog Plantation. Gas 
main. 

Potential visibility with 
Blackcraig, Lower 
Nunton Pringleton 
House, Netherton and 
core footpath 195.  
Limited views of this 
enclosure beyond valley.   
Enclosure partly 
screened by plantation 
woodland and landform.   

  Medium   Medium 
     low 

Medium potential for development.  Avoid southern part.  
 

Field 
enclosure 
14 

8.3ha Pasture. Prominent drum 
feature rising  to 65m.Visible 
from B727 and wider 
landscape. Part of a cluster 
of low hills around Culraven. 
Scattered mature trees 
around field boundary. Stock 
proof fencing in good 
condition.      

Visibility with B727 and 
land south, to Cairniehill. 
Drum is distinctive 
feature in local views 
towards Culraven. 

   Medium       High No potential for development.  
 

Field 
enclosure 
15 

8.4ha Pasture.  Minor drumlin 
features. Eastern slope of 
Broadfield Drum, lower 
slopes of Swine Drum. 
Mature trees, and 
fragmented hedging on 
boundaries marked by stock 
proof fencing. Includes part 
of Dambog Plantation. Gas 
main. 

Generally, well screened 
from public views and 
residential properties 
except for southern part 
visible from short section 
of B727. Part visible from   
Cooper Croft and Lower 
Nunton.     

  Medium     High-low Some potential for development in northern part. No 
potential in southern part visible from B727 unless 
development can be adequately screened.   
 

Field 
enclosure 
16 

2.8ha Pasture. Disused quarry. 
Disturbed land. No distinctive 
drumlin features. Some 
exposed rock outcrops 
possibly due to quarry 
activity.  Stone walls and 
stock proof fencing in good 
condition.  Pole mounted 
overhead line. 

Visible from short section 
of B727 and properties 
around Culraven. 

      Low        High  Low potential for development due to visibility from B727. 
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Field 
enclosure 
17 

8.2ha Pasture. Part disused quarry. 
Disturbed land. No distinctive 
drumlin features. Part 
hedged with stock proof 
fencing. Stone walls in good 
condition.  Rising land 
towards Swine Drum. Gas 
main. 

Visible from short section 
of B727 and properties 
around Culraven. 
Visibility higher than 
enclosure 16 due to 
topography. 

Medium      High No potential for development due to visibility from B727. 

Field 
enclosure 
18 

4.8ha Pasture. Relatively flat with 
few distinct drumlin features 
but more pronounced 
undulations around 
Culraven. Gentle slopes 
towards Broadfield Drum. 
Stone walls generally in good 
condition. Pole mounted 
overhead line. Adjacent to 
scenic route. 

Visible from short section 
of B727 and properties 
around Culraven.  

Medium      High  No potential for development due to visibility from B727.  

Field 
enclosure 
19 

5.2ha Pasture. Relatively flat with 
few distinct drumlin features. 
Gentle slopes towards 
Broadfield Drum. 
Fragmented hedge on 
eastern boundary.  Stock 
proof fencing and stone walls 
generally in good condition.  
Adjacent to scenic route. 

Visible from short section 
of B727 and properties 
around Culraven.  

Medium      High  No potential for development due to visibility from B727.  

Field 
enclosure 
20 

3.7ha Pasture. Relatively flat with 
few distinct drumlin features. 
Gentle slopes towards Swine 
Drum. Stock proof fencing 
and stone walls generally in 
good condition.  Fragmented 
hedge on western boundary.  
Adjacent to scenic route. 

Visible from short section 
of B727. 

Medium      High  No potential for development due to visibility from B727.  
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Field 
enclosure 
21 

7.7ha Pasture. Sloping land with 
few distinct drumlin features. 
Gentle slopes towards 
Copper Croft Hill. Southern 
part relatively flat with 
steeper slopes in northern 
part. Fragmented hedge and 
occasional trees on northern 
boundary. Intact hedge on 
eastern boundary. Stock 
proof fencing and stone walls 
generally in good condition.  
Adjacent to scenic route. 

Part visible from B727.       Medium      High  No potential for development due to visibility from B727.  
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SECTION 4; POTENTIAL EFFECTS 

 
 

4.1  The nature and magnitude of landscape and visual impacts will change during the phases of the 
development, through construction, at completion and after establishment of any landscape proposals 
i.e. the long term residual impacts. Some types of development may generate impacts which are severe 
but short term, i.e. during construction, whereas others may have minor residual effects which may be 
of a permanent nature. In addition, some impacts could be significantly mitigated by landscape and 
other measures which will be of benefit in the longer term. This appraisal will focus on the effects at 
completion of the construction and potential long term residual impacts. 

 
4.2 The following aspects of the proposed development are of relevance in the consideration of potential 

landscape and visual effects; 

 Construction effects and impacts  

 
4.3  The following potential impacts and effects have been taken into consideration in the landscape and 

visual assessment. These impacts occur during preparation for construction and during the construction 
phase of the development. 

 

• Visual effects due to machinery and site operations   

• Landscape effects due to preparatory works. 

• Landscape and visual effects due to construction of the solar panel canopies and associated 
plant.   

• Visual effects due to on-site storage of materials  

Operation effects and impacts  
 

4.4 The following potential Operational impacts and effects have been taken into consideration in the 
landscape and visual assessment. These impacts occur at completion of the development.   

 

• Visual effects due to maintenance traffic 

• Visual and landscape effects due to installation of solar panels and associated plant/engineering 
works. 

Residual effects and impacts  

 
4.5 The following potential residual impacts and effects have been taken into consideration in the landscape 

and visual assessment.  Residual impacts are the long term effects experienced by receptors after the 
establishment of the development, taking account of any screening benefit of the proposed landscape 
mitigation, other planting and additional measures, as appropriate. For the purpose of this LVIA, 
residual effects are defined as effects at 15 years after completion.     

 

• Visual effects due to maintenance traffic 

• Visual and landscape effects due to installation of solar panels and associated plant/engineering 
works. 

• Visual and landscape effects due to landscape mitigation works. 
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SECTION 5; LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL ASSESSMENT    

 

5.1 This section considers potential landscape and visual effects and impacts associated with the proposed 
solar panel/battery storage facility at High Nunton on land within the indicative development area.  

 
5.2 This section identifies local visual receptors, the potential for significant effects and opportunities for 

mitigation measures to reduce or offset the effects. This information is then used to inform the 
assessment of potential landscape effects and the mitigation strategy.   

 

    VISUAL APPRAISAL   
 

5.3 The appraisal of visual effects was undertaken based on field work, supplemented by viewpoint analysis 
recommended in best practice guidance. A number of viewpoints were identified to represent a range of 
effects likely to be generated by the development on local receptors and also to illustrate context and 
features in the landscape. Photography and survey work were undertaken from publicly accessible road 
and footpaths except. Generally, no photographs have been were taken from private residential properties 
due to issues with accessibility. Site photographs and other photographic viewpoints have been used to 
inform the initial assessment of effects on residents in local properties. Further study may be required 
when the proposals have been finalised.      

 

5.4 The photographic viewpoints were selected to represent a range of views and viewer types. Where 
applicable, these cover a variety of different character types, are in different directions from the site and 
are at varying elevations. The viewpoints are located at a range of distances from the development to 
illustrate the varying magnitude of visual impacts. Google Street View was also utilised to assess views 
from public highways where photography and field work could not be safely undertaken.  

 

5.5 The photographs are used to help determine the effects on visual receptors within the study area, 
however, as noted above, the visual assessment is primarily based on observations made in the field.  
The absence of photographic evidence does not imply that a receptor has not been assessed but may 
indicate issues with accessibility on private land or that the assessment is based on analysis of 
illustrative/representative photographs taken within the locality.  

 
5.6  The photographic viewpoints are used as a tool to evaluate potential landscape and visual impacts on 

local receptors and to illustrate specific landscape features and visual characteristics.  They do not 
represent every potential view or landscape feature in the study area.  Some viewpoints illustrate potential 
effects on one or more local visual receptors. Others provide a general illustration of local views which are 
then used to inform the assessment on local receptors.   

  
Photographic viewpoints  

 
5.7 The location of each viewpoint (except site photography) is shown on Figures 16 and 17. Contextual 

photographs are provided from each location. Photographic visualisations (see Figures 26-36) are 
provided from viewpoints where further study and analysis is considered helpful. These comply with Type 
1 Visualisation as described in Technical Guidance Note 06/19 (Visual Representation of Development 
Proposals; 17 September 2019), published by the Landscape Institute. Where required, it is 
recommended that an independent assessment of the photographs in this is report should be based on an 
independent site survey. The viewpoints contained in this report can be assessed using the location data 
provided in this report.   

 

5.8 Site photographs were taken using a full frame sensor Nikon D750 digital SLR camera and 50mm fixed 
lens to provide the equivalent of a 50mm lens on a traditional SLR camera. The photographs have been 
stitched together using Adobe Photoshop or Microsoft ICE software. Where possible, the photographs 
have been cropped to illustrate specific views, landscape features and landscape/visual context.  During 
the stitching process none of the photographs were distorted in terms of scaling. 
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Visual receptors 
 

5.9 Table 3 describes residents, local people, visitors other visual receptors who may experience visual 
effects due to the construction of the solar farm on land within the indicative development area. The table 
provides an assessment of the potential for significant visual effects and also the potential for mitigation.  
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Table 2. Viewpoint analysis     

View 

No 
Location 

 

AOD 

 

Grid co- ords Description Predicted view 

1 Minor road between Langlands 
and Nun Mill  

    16m     265711 
    549473 

View north, showing field enclosure 26 and 
ridgeline along the eastern part of enclosure 3. 
Illustrates local screening effect of woodland, 
field vegetation and local topographical 
features i.e. Drummullan.  
 
 

No change in view   

2 

 

Minor road between 
Langlands and Nun Mill 

 

 

16m 
 
 

    265711 
    549473 

View west, showing open landscape character 
and ridgeline between High Nunton and Lower 
Nunton in field enclosures 7 and 25. Land 
west of the ridge is screened by topography in 
this location.   
 
 
 
 
 

No change in view   

 

3 

Minor road between 
Langlands and Nun Mill 

 

 

    16m     265711 
    549473 

View south, showing screening effect of Doon 
Hill, woodland and field boundary vegetation. 
Field enclosure 25 visible in view.    
 
 
          

No change in view   

 

4 

Core footpath 195 

Track, north of Lower Nunton   

     47m    265247 
   548905 

View north-west towards High Nunton across 
ridgeline in field enclosure 7.  Auchenhay and 
High Borgue visible in middle distance.  
 
 

Development area substantially screened. Minor 
change in view due to visibility of solar arrays in field 
enclosure 2.  

 

5 

Core footpath 195 

Track, north of Lower Nunton   

     47m    265247 
   548905 

View west towards field enclosures 6,7,10,11. 
Silo tank is visible landscape feature. View 
shows relatively flat, open, valley landscape 
within main development area enclosed by 
low, often wooded, ridge to the west. Borgue 
Church visible to the west and also Blackcraig. 
 
 
 

Foreground view would substantially change due to 
proposed development visible in close proximity. 
Nature of view would substantially change. View of 
Borgue Church and Blackcraig would be retained. 
Solar panels would not interrupt visible skyline or 
wooded ridge to the west.  

 

6 

Core footpath 195 

Track, north of Lower Nunton   

     47m    265247 
   548905 

View south-west towards field enclosures 
10,11,13,14. Silo tank is visible  landscape 
feature. Broadfield Drum prominent in view. 
Culraven, Pringleton House and Borgue 
Church are visible but barely perceptible in the 
wider view.  View shows relatively flat, open, 
valley landscape within main development 
area enclosed by hills and wooded ridge to the 
west.   
 

 

Foreground view would substantially change due to 
proposed development visible in close proximity. 
Nature of view would substantially change. View of 
Borgue Church and properties around Culraven 
would be retained. Solar panels would not interrupt 
visible skyline or wooded ridge to the west.     
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7 B727/junction with minor road 
to Brighouse Bay 

     35m    264728 
   547549 

View west towards Culraven showing 
screening effect of Broadfield Drum. Proposed 
development area is screened by local ridge to 
the east and west of Culraven. Woodland belt 
to the north of Pringleton House limits views to 
the west  

No change in view   

8 B727      43m    263695 
   548222 

View east from B727 towards Pringleton House 
and Culraven. Western views are limited by 
woodland screening around Pringleton 
House/Culraven. Development area forms 
small part of the wider view. Field Enclosure 12 
partially visible - views filtered by vegetation 
and likely to be substantially screened when 
vegetation in leaf.        

Minor, fleeting change in view if field enclosure 12 
is developed for solar farm. Views likely to be 
substantially screened when vegetation in leaf.  
Mitigation planting north of Pringleton House could  
substantially screen development. Solar panels 
would not interrupt visible skyline or ridgelines.      

9 B727, entrance to Borgue 
House  

     47m     263506 
    548252  

View east along B727 at the entrance to 
Borgue House. Pringleton House and 
Culraven are screened by woodland and 
highway vegetation which also screens 
southern part of the development area. 
Enclosure 6 is partially visible in the middle 
distance.        

Minor, fleeting change in view due to visibility of 
field enclosure 6. Potential views of solar arrays 
could be mitigated by planting along the existing 
track, north of Luskie Burn.  Solar panels would not 
interrupt visible skyline or ridgelines.           

10 B727, west of Borgue House       56m    263327 
   548339 

View east along B727, west of Borgue 
House. Woodland and highway vegetation 
substantially screen development area. 
Enclosures 6 and 12 are partially visible in 
the middle distance.   Views will diminish in 
summer when vegetation is in full leaf.      

Moderate, fleeting change in view due to visibility of 
field enclosure 6 and 12. Views of solar arrays 
could be substantially mitigated by planting along 
the existing track and Luskie Burn.  Solar panels 
would not interrupt visible skyline or ridgelines.           

11 Minor road between Borgue 
and A755, south of High 
Borgue.   

     74m     264229 
    550886 

Fleeting view of Kirkcudbright Bay from 
minor road. This is not a principal view from 
the road. Views of travellers on this section 
of road are focused on the highway.  Field 
enclosure 2 is partially visible.    

Development may be partially visible in enclosure 
2. Potential to design layout to avoid and mitigate 
visual effects by limiting the northern extent of the 
development and/or mitigating with screen planting. 
These measures can be undertaken without 
obscuring glimpsed coastal view.       
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12 

 

Minor road between 
Langlands and Nun Mill 

 

 

      40m 
 

    265847 
    550909 

View south west, showing valley landscape 
along minor road contained by local ridgelines 
and hills to the west which screen the 
development area. High Nunton is visible in 
the view.   
 
 
 

No change in view   

13 

 

Minor road between 
Langlands and Nun Mill 

 

 

     24m 
 
 

    265641 
    550438 

View south west, showing valley landscape 
along minor road contained by local ridgelines 
and hills to the west which screen the 
development area. High Nunton is visible in 
the view.   
 
 
 

No change in view   

14 

 

Minor road between 
Langlands and Nun Mill at 
Core footpath 195 

 

 

     19m 
 
 

    265493 
    550039 

View west, showing ridge along enclosure 1 
screening the development area.  
 
 
 

No change in view   

15 

 

Core footpath 195 at High 
Nunton  

     36m 
 
 

    265255 
    549918 

View south across minor valley feature and 
seasonal pond in field enclosure 3 towards 
Kirkcudbright Bay, glimpsed in the middle 
distance.  Development area is screened by 
ridge in enclosure 3.  
 
 
 

No change in view   

16 

 

High Nunton        51m 
 
 

   264893 
   549539 

View west, from south of High Nunton, 
towards Blackcraig, across enclosure 3 and 
enclosures 2 and 4. Middle distance   views 
generally screened by wooded ridge to the 
west of Blackcraig. Borgue is visible in distant 
view but barely perceptible in the wider 
context. No distinctive topographical features 
visible within proposed development area. 
Minor drumlin features - gentle undulating, 
relatively open. Landscape pattern defined by 
field enclosures, landform features and 
pockets of vegetation.         
 
 
 

Foreground view would substantially change due to 
proposed development visible in close proximity. 
Nature of view would substantially change. View of 
Blackcraig would be retained.  Solar panels would 
not interrupt visible skyline or wooded ridge to the 
west. Proposed planting mitigation would partially 
screen middle distance views to the west. Key 
features in the view would remain visible.     

  17         Track to Cairniehill       56m      263336 
     546649  

View north from track to Cainiehill. Culraven 
and scattered properties along B727 to 
Borgue are visible in middle distance. 
Enclosure 6 is partly visible in the middle 
distance but not distinctive within wider view.     

Minor change in view due to visibility or solar arrays 
in field enclosure 6. Solar panels will be visible but 
mitigated by planting. Development will not interrupt 
skyline or obscure key components of the view.    

  18      Minor road to Brighouse Bay       10m      263737 
     545882 

View north to Culraven. Minor ridgelines around 
Culraven tend to limit views further north.     

No change in view   
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  19      Minor road to Brighouse 
Bay  

     40m      264616 
     546955 

View north to Culraven. Broadfield Drum and 
ridgelines around Culraven tend to limit 
views further north.      

No change in view   

  20      Minor road to Torrs Moor       46m      267955 
     546016 

High and Lower Nunton visible in distant 
views west, across Kirkcudbright Bay. 
Properties are visible but barely 
distinguishable in the wider view. 
Development area screened by local 
ridgelines. 

No change in view   

21 Minor road around 
Kirkcudbright eastern shore at 
The Lake  

      4m      268553 
     548142  

High and Lower Nunton visible in distant 
views west, across Kirkcudbright Bay. 
Properties are visible but barely 
distinguishable in the wider view. 
Development area screened by local 
ridgelines. 

No change in view   

  22 A711 (Crofthead Cottage)      46m    269342 
   548546  Lower Nunton visible in distant views west, 

across Kirkcudbright Bay. Properties are 
visible but barely distinguishable in the wider 
view. Development area screened by local 
ridgelines and Kirkeoch Hill.           

No change in view   

 23 Track between A711 and 
Banks  

     56m    269550 
   548546  Lower Nunton visible in distant views west, 

across Kirkcudbright Bay. Properties are 
visible but barely distinguishable in the wider 
view. Development area screened by local 
ridgelines and Kirkeoch Hill.           

No change in view   

24 Kirkcudbright-Angel Hill, 
Cemetery  

     41m    269073 
   551191 

Development area screened by local 
ridgelines and Kirkeoch Hill.           

No change in view   
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                                                                                                                       Table 3. Visual receptor analysis 

No Receptor Receptor Type 

 

Visibility with 
development  

       area 

  

 

Photographic 
viewpoints 

 

Potentially  

significant 

 visual   effects  

 

   Potential 

       for                             
mitigation 

 

Further study 

    required   

 

 

Notes  

 

 0 - 0.5km distance from the development area 

 

1 
 

High Nunton 

 
Residents 

 
Yes 

4,12,20,21,22 
 

Yes 
 

Yes 
 

Yes 

Unoccupied. In ownership of the 
Applicant   

 

2 
 

Lower Nunton 

 
Residents 

Yes 

 
20,21,22,23 Yes Yes Yes 

Main views from this property are to the 
east, towards Kirkcudbright Bay  

 

3 Blackcraig Residents Yes 

 
5,16,20,22,23 Yes Yes Yes 

 

 
 
 
4 

 
Culraven 

 
Residents 

 
Yes 

 
 
6,7,8,17,18,19 

 
Possible 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

Culraven Farm and Cottages - 
residential properties substantially 
screened by garden and vegetation. 
Potential views from rear windows 
across the development area.     

 

5 
 

Pringleton House 

 
Residents 

 
Limited 

 
 
 
6,8,10,17,19 

 
Possible 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

Principal views from the property are to 
the south. Property generally screened 
from the development area by garden 
and vegetation. Potential views from 
garden and rear windows across the 
development area.     

 

6 
 

Netherton 

 
Residents 

 
Limited 

 
17,18,19  

Possible 
 

Yes 
 

Yes 

As receptor 5.  

 

7 
 

Mill of Senwick 

 
Residents 

No 
 
- 

 
No 

 
NA 

 
No 

 

 

8 
 

Cooper Croft 

 
Residents 

No 
 
- 
 

No 
 

NA 
 

No 

 

 

9 
 

Millhall 

 
Residents 

No - No NA 
 

No 
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10 
 

Core footpath 195 

 
Footpath users  

Yes 5,11,15 Yes Yes Yes 

 

 

11 
 

Nun Mill Bay 

 
Visitor       

destination 

 
No 

- 
 

No 
 

NA 
 

No 

 

 

12 B727 Minor road 
Between Nun 
Mill Bay and  

Borgue 
7,8,9,10 No Yes Yes 

Galloway Tourist Route. National Cycle 
Network Route 7. 

0.5 -1.0km distance from the development area 

13 Borgue village 
Settlement 
Residents 

Limited 5,6,16 No Yes Yes 

Some properties on the east side of the 
village may have glimpsed winter views 
of part of the development area.  

 

 

 

14 
Borgue House 

Listed building 
Residents 

No views from  
property or  grounds. 

Potential effects on 
setting 

 

9,10 

 
 
 

No 
 
 
 

Yes Yes 

Listed property. No significant views of 
the development area from the property 
or grounds. Fleeting views of the 
development area from B727 near the 
entrance to Borgue House. Partial, 
middle distance views of the 
development area form a small part of 
the wider setting from the B727.   

 

15 Nun Mill 

 
Settlement 

      Residents 

 
No 

 
          - 

  
          No 
 
 
 

NA No 

 

 

16 Blackcraig Cottage 

     
      Residents Yes 

   
          - 

  
         Yes Yes Yes 

 

 

17 
High Borgue Residents Yes 4 

 
  Possible 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

Potential open views south across the 
development area from upper windows 
of property 

 

18 Boreland of Borgue 

     
      Residents Yes 

   
          - 

  
     Possible  Yes Yes 

 

 

19  

Clauchendolly 

 
     
      Residents 

Yes 

 
         
          - 

         No  Yes Yes 

No views of land within development 
area, north of Culraven No significant 
views from property windows  
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20 Clachan Cottage 

 
       
     Residents 

Yes 

 
      
          19 

         No  Yes Yes 

No views of land within development 
area, north of Culraven. No significant 
views from property windows 

 

21 Mile End/Meikle Isle Cottage   

 
    
     Residents 

 
 

No 

 
           - 

 
 

No 
 
 
 

 
NA 

 
   

     No 

 

 

21 
Minor road  

Langlands to Nun Mill 

   
       Travellers on      

minor roads  
Limited    

 
1,2,3,12,13, 14   No NA         No 

 

 

22 Minor road  

Culraven to Brighouse Bay 

   
     Travellers on      

minor roads 
Limited    

 
7,18,19 

No Yes        Yes  

No significant views of the development 
area, south of Senwick House  

 

23 Minor road 

 Borgue to A755 

   
       Travellers on      

minor roads  
Yes     

 
 
        11 

Possible No          Yes 

Fleeting, glimpsed views towards the 
development area for 300m section of 
road, south of  High Borgue    

 

24 
A755   

 

 
       Travellers on      

major roads 
No 

 
 
          - 

No NA          No 

 

25 Seaward Caravan Park Visitors No 
 
 
          - 

No NA          No 
 

1.0 - 2.0km distance from the development area 

26 Langlands Residents No  
 
 
          - 

           No             NA           No 
 

27 Properties at Newton  Residents No  
 
 
          - 

           No             NA           No 
 

28 Properties at Cairniehill  Residents Yes  17       Possible     Yes          Yes  
 

29 Auchenhay Residents Yes  
 
         4       Possible    Yes          Yes  

 

  

30 

 

Core path 175  

 

   Footpath users  Yes  
 
           -   No Yes          Yes  

 

31 St Mary’s Isle  
Visitor       

destination 
 Yes   

 
           -   No No           Yes  

 

 

32 

 

A755   

 

 
  Travellers on      

major roads 
 
 

No 

 
           -          No             NA           No 
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2.0 - 3.0km distance from the development area 

 

33 
East shore of Kirkcudbright 

Bay  

 
       Travellers on      

minor roads     
              Visitor       

destination 
 
 
 
 

No  

 
 
 20,21,22,23            No             NA           No 

 

 

 

34 Brighouse Bay  

 
       Travellers on      

minor roads     
              Visitor       

destination 
 
 
 
 

Yes 

 
 
       18            No        Yes           Yes 

 

3.0 - 5.0km distance from the development area 

 

35 A711 

      
      Travellers on      

major roads     
 

No  

 
       22 

           No             NA           No 

 

 

36 Kirkcudbright Settlement No  

     
       24            No             NA           No 

 

 

 

37 Inland coastal fringe along 
east shore of Kirkcudbright 

Bay   

       Travellers on      
minor roads     

   
            Visitor       

destination 
  
         Residents 
 
 
 
 
 

No  

 
 
 
   21,22,23            No             NA           No 

 

 

 

38 

Core path 157  

Torrs Point 
   Footpath users  No  

 
       21 

           No             NA           No 
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       LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL   

      Landscape features 
 

5.10 For the purpose of this study it is assumed there would be no permanent loss of grassland due to the 
installation of solar panels. Grassland would be retained under and between the solar panels. Pasture will 
remain available for grazing/habitat and foraging by wildlife following development. It is understood that 
some minor loss will occur as a result of engineering plant associated with the development.  This loss of 
grassland is reversible following decommissioning.  

 

5.11 It is assumed that the development would not result in the loss or alternation of existing field enclosures 
or field pattern.  

 

5.12 It is assumed that existing hedges and vegetation would be substantially retained except where there are 
recommendations for removal in condition surveys. It is assumed that any loss of hedging and vegetation 
could be offset by planting introduced as part of the mitigation strategy.  

 

5.13 It is assumed that existing watercourses and water bodies would be retained and would be unaffected by 
the proposals. It is assumed that major topographical features would be retained across the proposed 
development area and that drumlin features at a local scale and minor rock outcrops would be generally 
avoided or retained with appropriate construction techniques.          

 

5.14 There will be no change in the route of core footpaths. The nature of views from core footpath 195 would 
inevitable change due to the development.    

 

5.15 The effect of any change in the extent and accessibility of pasture for grazing/ wildlife foraging and habitat 
will require ecological assessment.     

 
        Landscape receptors 

 

5.16 The following landscape receptors have the potential to be affected by the development proposals.  
 

 Landscape receptor 1 
 The proposed development area and adjoining land  

    
 Landscape receptor 2 

 Published landscape character areas 
 

    

       Landscape sensitivity  
  

5.17     Land within the site area would generally be considered to have a high sensitivity to change where those 
changes would result in the loss or alternation of distinctive drumlin features and other landscape features 
which typically contribute to the landscape character.  Landscape sensitivity may reduce where there are 
few/fewer distinctive drumlin features, where development can be accommodated without significant 
effects on drumlin features and/or where effects are reversible after decommissioning.  

 

5.18 Notwithstanding the above, it is inevitable, during the lifespan of the proposed development, that the 
nature of the landscape within the development area would significantly change due to the nature of the 
solar farm and perceived changes in the character of the local landscape. The highest level of perceived 
change would occur from land which has the highest level of visibility. Therefore, visibility is a factor which 
contributes to landscape sensitivity. Generally, areas with low visibility would be considered to be less 
sensitive than areas of high visibility.          

 

 5.19 Table 1 provides an initial assessment of the relative sensitivity of each field enclosure based on an 
appraisal of existing landscape/drumlin features, the potential to retain such features, and the visibility of 
the land. It does not take account of the ecological or heritage value of the land, although some features 
are noted. Some of the field enclosures within the indicative development area fall within the Galloway 
and Solway Scenic Area but field work has confirmed that this designation (insofar as it relates to the 
proposed development area) does not necessarily include land which has distinctive drumlin features or 
is especially visible from tourist routes or core footpaths outside the site. Therefore, this designation is 
given limited weight for the purpose of this exercise. (Note; it is assumed that all field enclosures, to 
varying degrees, will be visible from core footpath 195 and therefore visibility from core footpath 195 is 
not a significant factor when assessing relative sensitivity of the field enclosures).     
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  Landscape receptor 1 
       The proposed development area and adjoining land  
 

5.20 As described in paragraph 5.18 above, it is inevitable, during the lifespan of the proposed development, 
that the landscape character of the development area would significantly change due to the nature of the 
solar farm and the change in views across the site. There may be some loss of existing drumlin features 
but the full effects on these features cannot be assessed until the site layout and construction method has 
been finalised. The development would not physically alter existing field patterns or significantly change 
the level of enclosure, but it will result in perceived character changes, due to the nature and scale of the 
development and the change in land use. In the long term, following decommissioning, the development 
is unlikely to result in significant residual landscape effects, provided there is no significant loss or 
alteration to existing drumlin features.  

 

        Landscape receptor 2 
        Published landscape character areas 

  

5.21 Changes in landscape character, during operation of the development, is likely to affect a relatively 
confined area of the Drumlin Pastures due to the limited visibility of the development area. There are 
unlikely to be any significant direct landscape impacts outside the development area due to the utilisation 
of existing tracks/minor roads to access the site. Any significant changes in landscape character due to 
changes in views and visual character are likely to affect a small part of the Drumlin Pastures character 
area, confined to land within 600m of the development. This mainly covers land immediately west of the 
development area, around Blackcraig. The extent of potential visibility may need to be confirmed with 
additional ZTV mapping.  

 

5.22 There are no direct landscape impacts on land within Character Areas 157 Peninsula with Gorsey Knowls 
and 156 Penisula. There are unlikely to be any significant visual effects on these character areas due to 
the limited visibility of the proposed development area. Potential views from Cairniehill Hill may need to 
be confirmed with additional ZTV mapping and visualisation.                            
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SECTION 6; LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL MITIGATION STRATEGY   

 
 

 

6.1 The following mitigation measures/recommendations have informed the development strategy and should 
be considered in the design development of the project. Figure 37, reproduced below from the Appendix, 
describes the rerecommended planting strategy based on the indicative development area. This is likely 
to evolve as design proposals are developed.  

• Introduce native screen planting to minimise visual effects on properties 

• Introduce native screen planting along local burns to reduce scale and massing of solar panels.  

• Introduce native planting belts to enhance local wildlife corridors.  

• Avoid areas with distinctive drumlin features which may be damaged or lost through development.  

• Minimise damage to rock outcrops  

• Development to focus on lower lying land between local ridgelines.    

• Utilise construction methods which minimise excavation/ levelling /ground disturbance.    

• Utilise existing farm tracks for site/construction access. 

• Retain existing stone/hedged field enclosures. Offset development to avoid damage.  

• Use of deer fencing for site security. 

• Minimise visual effects on coastal view from minor road, south of High Borgue  
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                Indicative landscape mitigation strategy. Extract from Figure 37 in the Appendix 
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SECTION 7; CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
 
 
7.1 It is inevitable, during the lifespan of the proposed development, that the landscape character of the 

development area would significantly change due to the nature of the solar farm and the change in 
views across the site. There may be some loss of existing drumlin features but the full effects on 
these features cannot be assessed until the site layout and construction method has been finalised. 
The development would not physically alter existing field patterns or significantly change the level of 
enclosure, but it will result in perceived character changes, due to the nature and scale of the 
development and the change in land use. In the long term, following decommissioning, the 
development is unlikely to result in significant residual landscape effects, provided there is no 
significant loss or alteration to existing drumlin/landscape features.  

 
7.2 There are no direct landscape impacts on land within Character Areas 157 Peninsula with Gorsey 

Knowls and 156 Penisula. There are unlikely to be any significant visual effects on these character 
areas due to the limited visibility of the proposed development area. Potential views from Cairniehill 
Hill may need to be assessed with additional visualisation.    

 

7.3 The Landscape and Visual Feasibility Study has identified a total of 38 visual receptors within 
5.0km of the proposed development area which may experience potential visual effects. Of these, 
16 were considered to have no views of the development area. Within 0.5km of the development 
area, 4 receptors were considered to have potentially significant views and a further 3 to have 
possible significant views. Between 0.5km-1.0km of the development area, 1 receptor was 
considered to have potentially significant views and a further 3 to have possible significant views.  
Between 1.0k-2.0km of the development area, no receptor was considered to have potentially 
significant views. Two receptors may have possible significant views.  No visual receptor beyond 
2.0km was considered to have significant views or possible significant views.    

 
7.4 The assessment outlined in paragraph 7.3 above is based on the current indicative development 

area and mitigation strategy. Further study, supplemented with visualisations and ZTV mapping, will 
be required when the detailed site layout is available. Analysis will be required on potential visual 
effects on residents.     

 

 Recommendations  
 
 

• Undertake visual analysis of potential effects on residential receptors 
 

• Undertake a review of the assessments in the Landscape and Visual Feasibility Study 
following further development of the scheme layout/mitigation proposals   

 
• Undertake detailed topographical survey to inform the assessment of effects on landscape 

features     

 
• Undertake ecological appraisal in inform the assessment of landscape sensitivity 

 
• Prepare ZTV maps of indicative development area 

 

• Prepare visualisations from key viewpoints and receptors in agreement with LPA  
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